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for quick and easy searching 

 Abstracted from high
quality sources

 Easy to use search
functions

	 Clearly displayed results

 Spanning the chemical
sciences

RSC Database and Current 
Awareness Products

 Graphical
Databases

 Specialist
Databases

 Analytical
Abstracts

present search results in both text and graphical form.		Titles include Catalysts & 
Catalysed Reactions, Methods in Organic Synthesis and Natural Product Updates.

review both academic and industrial literature on a wide range of hard to reach
and unique information.  Titles include Chemical Hazards in Industry and Laboratory 
Hazards Bulletin.

is the first stop for analytical scientists.		Offering coverage on all areas of analytical
and bioanalytical science.		With a fresh new look, including improved search and
results features, Analytical Abstracts offers an excellent online service.

  “It is fantastic!
I’ve just seen the future

of the journal ”  Ed Pentz
Executive Director, CrossRef

Features include

IUPAC Gold Book terms linked

Hyperlinked compound information in text

Ontology terms linked to de� nitions and related 
papers

RSS feeds with ontology terms 
and compound structures

Bene� ts

Completely free service

At a glance HTML view with additional features 
accessed by toolbox

Downloadable compound structures

Printer friendly

Science comes alive with RSC Project Prospect

Scientists trawling through the thousands of research papers published every 

month must wish their computer could do the job for them. This could soon be a 

reality thanks to RSC Project Prospect, an initiative developed by RSC Publishing 

together with academic partners. Readers can click on named compounds and

scienti� c concepts in an electronic journal article to download structures, 

understand topics, or link through to electronic databases. Powerful 

functionality instantly helps researchers to  � nd, understand and share 

(bio)chemical knowledge with each other quicker than ever before. See the 

science in journal articles come alive: visit the RSC Project Prospect website for 

FAQs, examples, contact information and latest news.
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COMMUNICATION
Fabienne	Burlina et al.
Modifications	in	the	chemical	structure	
of	Trojan	carriers:	impact	on	cargo	
delivery

ISSN	1359-7345

FEATURE ARTICLE
Hongyou	Fan
Nanocrystal-micelle:	synthesis,	self-
assembly	and	application 1359-7345(2008)12;1-7
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Chemical Communications

www.rsc.org/njc
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New Journal of Chemistry is the place 
to publish new and emerging work 
in the chemical sciences. Selecting only 
original and significant work of high quality, 
NJC publishes full papers, letters, opinions 
and perspectives embracing multidisciplinary 
work of broad general appeal. Owned and published 
by learned societies, the journal offers a multitude of 
benefits to both authors and readers, including fast times 
to publication and html enhancement with the award-
winning RSC Project Prospect (www.projectprospect.org).

Drawing disciplines 
together

The home of interface science


